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fact there is, as you have seen from the new Chairman's address, a real
desire within the membership to grow the Club to become a national
focus for HF DXing. Though there have been some unfortunate personality
clashes in the past year, hopefully now behind us, the Club has had a
good record of achievement with its various activities, and has
achieved equal fame with none other than the NCDXF on the 3Y 8SL cards!
Part of the problem in the past has been the demands a growing group
has placed on a small committee, but with the increased committee this
year there should be no reason why CDXC's standing should not continue
to grow (if you can follow my double negatives!).

Editor: G3XTT

CLUB NEWS
CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS - HENRY LEWIS, G3GI8 As your new Chairman, I welcome
this oppor:tunity to address all the members via the newsletter. It will
be the intention of your new enlarged committee to implement, as far as
possible, the wishes expressed by those members present at our recent
annual review meeting.
It has become clear from the views expressed that the membership would
welcome emphasis on certain of the Club's aims. Apart from the obvious
one that we communicate with each other for our mutual benefit, there
is a general view that considerable attention should be given to the
recruitment of up-and-coming Dyers, so that perhaps the Club could
become a national forum for DX activities. There is a widely held
opinion that, within the upper echelons of our national radio society,
there is not quite the appreciation for the significance of our side of
the hobby we enthusiasts would like to see. The Chiltern DX Club may
well be able to fulfil a need in this respect.
It is not proposed here to summarise the above meeting as the minutes
have been prepared in record time and, with luck, should be appended to
this newsletter. However, suffice to say that general approval was
given for the Club to continue to support worthwhile DX operations with
cash donations and to entertain foreign visitors when appropriate.
In concluding, I am sure that I echo the sentiments of all the members
in recording our appreciation of the efforts made by the previous
committee during the past year. Additionally, we are most grateful to
Roger, G3LQP, for making his home available to the members and for the
hospitality with which we were received.
I look forward to the coming year with pleasure, and would like to
thank you all in anticipation of the support and co-operation which I
am sure will be forthcoming.
Henry Lewis, G3GI8

FROM THE EDITOR I had originally earmarked this space for a synopsis of
the annual review meeting, but the outgoing and incoming secretaries
have been so quick off the mark that you can read the full acount in
the minutes which are appended.
I suppose one might summarise the outcome of the meeting by saying that
reports of CDXC's imminent demise have been greatly exaggerated! In

Now on to other matters. I am delighted to have a number of
contributions to this newsletter, in particular from several of the new
members, but also an excellent write-up of the Visalia Convention from
Ian, G4LJF. For once I am actually short of space to do justice to all
the contributions received. Keep up the good work! I have also taken
over responsibility for compiling the "Wants Lists. This will make it
easier to integrate it with the newsletter and keep it up to date. So,
do remember to pass on your wants, and then fellow members can help you
out when that rare one appears.
Don, G3XTT

MEMBERS' CORNER
From G3OLU (Tel: 0376 23429) I have 210 countries confirmed, missed 3Y
and VU4, and have recently worked my first BY (BY5JH in case anyone can
advise) which no one has heard of and for whom no 8SL address appears
available. DX interests are wedged into a busy job, which takes me all
over the country, and trying to maintain grips on a large garden. The
equipment consists of a Trio TS430 with an old FL2IOOB amplifier, which
is a necessary item as my 3-element yagi is 100 metres away from the
shack! Have just returned from a visit to C5 where Clive Sinclair was
unknown!

From G3NOF (Tel: 0935 24956) I am very pleased to be accepted as a
member of CDXC. Countries needed are KH5K, FOO(Clippertonl, IS and
3Y(Bouvet). My interests are DXing, most of which has been on the HF
bands due to lack of space for HF antennas. However John, G3HTA, has
given some advice on a simple LF antenna, which I have put up. Results
have been encouraging, so I hope to increase my LF scores. Steve,
GW4BKG, is quoted as saying that he does not believe a British DX Group
will ever really get off the ground, mainly because of the
lack of
interest in DX operating and awards chasing amongst UK amateurs. I
cannot confirm his view but with the support given to DXNS and the HF
Convention I should have thought a group might have a chance. In my
view, from talking to local amateurs, lack of interest is often due to
problems with putting up suitable antennas
either due to planning
restrictions or restrictive covenants. I agree that is important to
keep up one's interest and I try to always have some DX objective. Up
to recently it was the RSGB Commonwealth Century Club award and I have
just heard that my application for this has been accepted. I have also
applied for the DXCC Golden Jubilee Award. tconorats on both Don, ed.)
Now I am trying to see how many DXCC countries I can work in 1987, and
also to increase my LF scores. I have now received planning permission
for a 57ft crank up, tilt over mast to replace my existing 45ft mast.
Last December I applied for permission and I was told in January that,
as there were no objections, permission
was
a formality.
For
some

reason nothing further was heard. When I enquired, I was told that
there was now one objector, whose objections were accepted five weeks
after the last date for them. Later I found, on the basis of one
objection, the planning officer recommended rejection of my
application. I asked to see the objector's letter, which is permitted.
In it he told a lot of lies about me, which obviously the planning
officers accepted. I protested strongly to them, but they refused to
allow me to make any statement correcting the lies, either to the
Committee in writing or in person. However, I contacted my District
Councillor and he brought the matter up at the meeting and the
councillors rejected their own planning officer's recommendation. So I
got permission. I mention this to encourage others who might be having
similar difficulties.
From Steve, G4JVG/SMO As a new member of CDXC, here are some details
for those who do not already know me. I am 31 years old and stared
SWLing when I received a transistor radio with a short wave band for my
13th birthday. A couple of years later I took the RAE and was soon
G8FEO. Although I tried 144MHz DXing, my main interest has always been
the HF bands.
My first real experience of transmitting on HF was in 1978-79 when my
job took me to Iran and, after six months of nail-biting and pestering
the PTT office, I eventually received the call EP2SL. My main activity
there was 80-metre DXing, where I worked 125 countries in the few
months before I had to leave the country. The best DX on 80m was a
handful of long-path west coast USA stations.
After the Iranian revolution I returned to England but soon found
144MHz boring after the EP2 pile-ups so, after a while, obtained the
call G4JVG, just in time to leave the country again, this time for
Sweden.
Since then I have been active mainly from Sweden with a /SMO reciprocal
call, though the proximity of the Aland Islands has led me to make a
number of expeditions there, the most recent occasion being for the C9
WPX Contest in March this year, when I made 1100+ OSOs in 30 hours of
operating. Other contest operations have been with the VP2MW team (CO
WW 1984) and the GJ6UW team (C@ WW 1985).
In 1983 I was very fortunate in being the first British amateur to have
operated from Market Reef, when I was one of the group on the OJOMA
expedition. We made about 8500 IRSOs with 125 countries in a week of
operation, despite being unable to land on the reef for three days due
to heavy seas. In July this year I hope to operate from Market Reef
again, this time with GM3YOR, G4EDG and SM5A81) as well as OHONA, the
expedition leader.
In June 1984 I married Eva in her home town, Stockholir and shortly
after we moved back to England. Last year we returned to Stockholm for
personal reasons and in April this year I was pleased to be able to
present CDXC Certificates of Merit to Einar, 3YIEE, and Kare, 3Y2GV,
when Einar visited Sweden to give a talk and slide show on the Peter
1st Island expedition. Eva and I return to England later this year, and
this time we expect to remain in England for some time. This should
give me the opportunity to start some DXing from G, because although I
have DXCC from EP2, SM and am just waiting for a few cards for an OHO
DXCC, I have only worked about 60 countries from England! Although I am
not planning to be resident abroad again in the near future, I am
always looking at various DXpedition possibilities as, on the whole, I
prefer to be DX rather than working DX (though if I can't be DX I do
enjoy working it too!).
Our home 9TH is in Tokers Green, South Oxfordhsire (5kms north of

Reading), which is well within 2m range of most CDXC members. Apart
from CDXC and RSGB, I am also a member of NCDXF and SSA (Sveriges
Sandaramatorer).
From Steve, GW4BLE Still need 3Y (Bouvet), VU (Laccadive), XU, XV, XW,
XZ, IS, 70, ZA, KC6 (Belau), KH5K, VP8 (S.Sandwich).
(Incidentally, I now have copies of all wants lists previously sent to
G3YJI, so will aim to publish a full listing next time. Don, XTT)
Congratulations are due this time to new member G3FKM, who has been
elected to the CO DX Hall of Fame, and to G4LJF who, as far as we can
tell, has won this year's Bermuda Contest for the UK. Peter, G3VIE, has
also been contributing to the DX scene with his recent activity as
G3VIE/22. Congratulations also to G3LQP for his 1000th 9S0 with 2L39N
and to G3VIE for 1277 contacts with 224JS (ex-ZE2JS) since 1966.

DX NEWS Some excellent conditions recently, with twenty wide open to
the Pacific in the mornings, fifteen to the Far East after lunch, and
ten to South America in the evenings. SAGA, who leaves Libya soon, has
been very active until about 2030 on 10 CW, and then on 80 CW, more or
less daily. As usual, I don't propose to reiterate what has been in
DXNS, but here is a summary of forthcoming operations:
Now? TI9 by TI8CBT
Jun 14-18 EH9EXP, AF42
Jun 29-Jul 5 228
Till Jun 30 TV7GLC
Jun 14-22 SP5IN9 in N.Korea Jun29-Jul 14 524
Till Jul 1
EX3TM
Jun 15-21 TV7MTN
Jun-Aug SP5EXA/JW
Til Jul ZK1N by VK2BCH? Jun 17 VPBBNO?
Jul NA71 by HP3FL?
Til Aug 3D6 by PA3CPG
Jun 18-21 EU-40, CTOBI
Jul 1 Canada Day
Jun-Jul C3ODAW/G4UPS
Jun 20-21 '9•-land Test
Jul 4-5 YV SSB Test
Jun
KA2IJ, Iwo Jima
Jun 20-21 YB9 (0C22)
Jul 4-6 Calf of Man
Jun Orkney Act. Month Jun 20-21 All Aa SSB
Jul 7-14 OY/G3MCN
Jun EU34 by URIRYY
Jun 20-Jul 15 C3OLEF
Jul 10-19 3C1
Jun FG5E9/FS
Jun 24-Jul 5 EU48?
Jul 11-12 IARU Test
Jun 6-16 FP/KIRH
Jun 26-Jul 14 ZF2AH
Jul 11-12 RSGB SWL
Jun 8-14 SNOJP
Jun 27-28 RSGB 1.8MHz
Jul 13-18 GB8SI/P
Jun 13-14 WWSA CW
Jun 27-28 ARRL Field Day
Jul 23-25 YB19AR
Jun 13-14 FM by Ws
Jun 27-28 EU25
Jul 24-26 KW32/NA83
Jun 13-14 GD4IOM
Jun 29-30 VP8BNO 7
Jul 25-26 YV CW
Finally, I have been asked to include my own and the Secretary's
address for those without callbooks (!). Here goes:
Don Field, G3XTT, 105 Shiplake Bottom, Peppard Common, Henley on
Thames, Oxon. RG9 SHJ.
Ian Shepherd, G4LJF, Hutts Farm, Blagrove Lane, Wokingham, Berks, RG11
1NY.

STOP PRESS: CDXC Social Gathering at Ye Olde Swan, Thames Ditton, on
11th July, 1830 for 1930 dinner. This has been organised by G3L9P who
passes on his thanks for the support given his by CDXC members during
his two .years as CDXC Chairman.

Visalia Dx Convention 1987 by G4LJF
This was to be my third visit to the Visalia International DX
Convention in the last four years, and I was looking forward to
getting together with all the now familiar faces.
I was supposed to have my firm seat in the "Worlds Favorite'
First Class Cabin, you know, the one Joan Col ins likes, but I
found upon arrival at Heathrow that I had been down graded from
firm to subload, and the chances didn,t look good.(Yes even the
employees suffer from overbooking!)
Well after a nailbiting wait I scraped into Business Class and
still managed a very pleasant 11 hour flight.
I was met after a 2 meter rendezvous by Ray,N6DKP, and Bill,NR4K,
whom those of you who have been in Ham Radio longer than I, will
remember as KH3AB, who did a first class Job making over 30,000
QS0's from Johnston Island. (At the presentation dinner I was
given a signed KH3AB card, and a most impressive one It is too,
with a beautiful aerial view of what is more a runway than an
island. Before you grab your pen to write to Don Search, the band
I allegedly worked Bill on was 1200 MHz!)
Next day, after recovering from the Journey at Rays in Granada
Hills, we drove North to Vialia, which is about mid way to San
Francisco, and about 30 miles inland. There's not a lot there
except a Holiday Inn and a few good restaurants, but a 48 hour
gathering of keen DX,ers made It well worth attending.
Having registered, the first event was a massive cocktail party
hosted by the NCDXC and Chod Harris,VP2ML editor of the DX
Bulletin. All the famous faces were there, and it was great to be
welcomed by so many people who had now after three years come to
recognise the British contingent.(Regrettably I was the sole G
there this time.)
It's very easy to have one too many with an 8 hour time
difference, so I was glad that Ray had arranged a fairly early
dinner at a first class restaurant in the town. This was only
marred one small event that shows that yes there is 'needle'
amongst Dx'ers over there tool
Ray was smoking an after dinner cheroot when Jay,W6G0 came over
from the next table and asked if Ray would mind smoking the
cheroot and not he! Well we had to be nice to Jay to get our free
issue of the W6G0 list, which I have if anyone needs help.
Next morning the Convention got under way, but due to a backlog
of people trying to get breakfast in the coffee shop, I,m afraid
that I completely missed Jaque,F6GXB giving his talk on the 86
Clipperton expedition, and half of the talk by N6VI on Dx'ing
with computers!! What I did hear dealt with using computers to
aid antenna design etc, and I believe it was most interesting and
disproved some of the accepted theories about certain antennas.

Then followed the Contest Forum presented by W6SZN,N6TJ,K3ZO,N6BT
and others, and we all heard what a Jolly good Job they had done
at wiping out the bands during the weekend! Seriously though,
listening to them brought home just how dedicated this group of
people are, for the big time U.S. contester is a very fanatical
animal!
This was followed by a very well looking Ron Wright, ZLIAMO,
giving us the rundown on Christmas Island. There's not a lot
there, but their are some BIG rhombics, one of which Ron
utilised, but he did have tremendous QRM problems from the local
LF broadcast station. He finished by saying that he is planning
to be on Auckland & Campbell early next year.(Hopefully with a
higher solar flux!)
There then followed a most professionally presented paper by
Eric,K3NA on a proposal to restructure the DXCC criteria used to
determine what counts as a country, using the rules as applied by
'The United Nations Law Of The Sea'. I won,t go into the ins and
outs of that, but if this private proposal to the DXAC were
accepted, 60 new countries would be created and 25 of the present
ones deleted giving a new total of 351.
Amongst those to be deleted would be Auckland & Campbell, the
Laccadives,Corsica,Balearic Isles,and Ogasawava. Back would come
Okino Torishima,Kinerva Reef, Aldabra Island and others.
I do have a copy of Erics paper if anyone is really interested,
but please do not ask me to photocopy it, as It cost almost #4 to
run off a copy for one person at the local shop!
After lunch, which was slightly easier to obtain on time than
breakfast,Bob W5KNE gave a superb presentation on his expedition
with Jim Smith to Cocos Island. As I am sure everyone is now
aware, they were plagued with problems in the antennas that Cress
left there, but I am sure that no one knew knew before today the
extent of the Herculean effort that was required to get on the
air!
Bob's slides were magnificent, and it's no wonder he is itching
to get back to that tropical paradise! (I got the feeling that he
has got the Dx'peditioning bug tool).
There then followed an antenna forum, which I don't remember much
about, and anyway I think most of it was on a scale well outside
the capabilities of most QTH's over here!
But then came a great talk by Carlos and the oh so lovely Sophie
on their TI9W expedition. The way that Sophie described waking up
in her tent one morning to find herself covered from head to toe
in fly larvae just about had everyone on the floor with laughter!
From the slides it was apparent why they were often not a good

signal in Europe. Their ATH was tucked into a deep bay on the
north west side of the island, and Europe was shielded by steep
rocky cliffs. Carlos asid that he will probably go back again
soon, and hopes that he will be able to establish the station on
the top of the island, about 1500 feet up, but he was not sure if
he and Sophie could manage to haul the generator, batteries, fuel
etc up there! Anyone know of a Ham who has a helicopter?
Lloyd and Iris then started their show on their Indian Ocean
expedition. During lunch I suggested to Lloyd that he include
some of my slides of Bird Island when he came to the Seychelles
part. He thought this would be a good idea, and said that I ought
to sit near the front, so that he could introduce me at the
appropriate time.
What I didn,t really appreciate, was that he was to ask me to
come up front and give a talk on my expedition! As I strode very
nervously to the microphones, I felt really bad, because not only
was I totally unprepared, but I realized that I had only worked
one W6 from S7, and that was a scatchy 40M CW with Ray, with a
lot of help from everybody for a clear frequency, and a relay
from Bill that I was to listen to him.
Still it went ok, and they clapped at the end,(not slowly), so I
guess I might offer the same thing at the HF Convention if anyone
will have me.
A quick change, then a poolside cocktail hosted this time by US
Tower and NCDXC, followed by the Banquet Dinner,which is a really
grand affair, where you discover that Dx,ers can be quite
presentable well dressed people!
After the usual speeches by the officers of the two California DX
Clubs who are alternate hosts of the convention, the guest of
honour,Einer LA1EE got up to give a talk on the Peter 1st, or
Peter One as the Americans call it, expedition.
At first we thought that the man who had so cooly given so many
people a contact was going to freeze up, but suddenly as if
someone had put new batteries in, he opened up to give a very
interesting slide presentation, with some most magnificent views
of the polar environment.
He stressed that we were all very fortunate in that the Norwgian
Government suddenly instructed that a survey must be carried out,
and injected 1300,000 U.S. into the venture, which of course
provided a vehicle for Lars and himself to make the trip.
It was admirable that once dropped by helicopter onto the
headland which was to be their QTH, they were entirely on their
own apart from one helicopter drop of further fuel. It became
clear why Lars was so tired, as he was not the best of cooks, and
one of the slides really showed the strain on the ops. Also, at
the beginning of the operation, Lars had no head clearance in his
tent, and had to lean over the table, but as time went on, the

warmth in the tent melted the snow beneath, till eventually he
was well clear! It was certainly a well conducted exercise, and
there was a big cheer from the assembly when Einer pointed out
that the short path to Russia was straight through the mountain!
He finished the talk by presenting the first QSL cards to the
major sponsors of the expedition, N6AR etc.
Unfortunately, America decided to put the clocks forward that
night, so the after midnight revelry did not go on so long this
time, but even so there were a lot of headaches at breakfast next
morning.(I spent the evening in the bar/disco with Vince,K5YT,
and I seem to remember being in the company of a very delightful
young American girl for a while, who said that she worked in a
bar in town called 'Shag Nastier'!! I,m not sure if she was
kidding or not, as we had to leave next day, and she was not
interested in my etchings of Bird Island etc!
At a champagne breakfast for the overseas visitors, I was seated
next to Baldor, DJ6SI, who along with Kan, JAIBK, had been voted
into the DX HA11 Of Fame.
I now know why Baldor is a CW man - he
hardly knows any English at all! I tried to ask him what he did
for a living, and he kept muttering 'ministry'. I am glad he did
not understand my remarks about being a man of the cloth, for I
believe that the secret service might be nearer what he meant!
Some lucky so and so won a TS 940, GM3POK/W6 won the 440, and
yours truly won nothing at all, but will Leasure a most memorable
weekend.
I drove back to L.A. with Ray and the gang to spend three more
days with him, before flying home, this time in Miss Collins
seat. Whilst operating from Ray's QTH with his Henry 3K Classic,
I discoverd one of the horrors of being a W. They are surrounded
by a mass of overhead electricity and telephone cables, and above
ground transformers on every block. The noise level is
horrendous! Perhaps the sticks of Hutts Farm is the place to be!
It was good to see Ray win the W6AM award for the second year in
succession. his trophy is presented to the Amateur who puts out
the most Dx information on the club repeater, and who shows the
most willing to help others achieve high goals in Dx operating. I
put a similar idea forward at the CDXC AGM a year or two back,
but the idea was poo poohed!
We certainly need a stimulus to get people to make use of our
link frequecies. How about a G3JEQ Memorial Trophy? If you think
this would be a good idea, then write to the Committee.
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3COAM
3C1EG
3D2KG
3069L
4T4WCY
4W1MY
5L2KG
5T5KG
5V1KG
5V4MY
524KG
6L6MY/Qatar
6TIYP - Marty
6W8CD
7PBKG
8P6OL
8070L
9GIKG
9J2LC
9K2OL
9LIKG
9NIOAT
9Y4KG
AA5LES
ACOWLY
AJ3AA
AX2HD
C21NI*
CN6HF
CRIOAB
CT2YA
CT3AU
CT3BZ
CT9AT
0688L
DL4ZB
DL4ZBD
DL4ZC
EASCR
FA8JD
FGOFOK
FGOFOL/FS
FH/W6KG
FKOKG
FL8MY
FMOFOL
FOODCW
FOOXX
FOOXX/MM
FO8AN
FR/W68L
FW8DW
FYOFOL
02DC
G5ACl/AA
G7DW/MM
GCSACH/W6KG
* 1/3/76-25/3/76
OHOBH, OHOW, etc

CALLS FOR YASME AWARD
GC5ACl/WB60EP OH2AW/OHO
GD5ACH/W6KG
OH2BH
GD5ACl/WB60EP OH2BH/ZD3X
HC2VB
OJODX - Marty
HCBVB
OJOWR - Marty
HI6XQL
PJ8KG
HI8XAL
S79KG
HKOAA - Danny SVIGA/A
HK3NBB
TI9RC - WOMLY
HROQL
TU2CA
HSIABD
TY2KG
HS3AL
TY2MY
HS5ABD
VK2E0
HZ1AB**
VK2HD
HZ1MY
VK9TW
J2AHI
VPIKG
J2ODU
VP2ARS
J2USA
VP2AY
J3ABV
VP2DW
J6L00
VP2EEQ
J7000
VP2GDW
JAIKSO
VP2KAH
JA2KG
VP2KF
JA2US
VP2KFA
JYBKG
VP2LW
K2CC
VP2MA8
K3Z0
VP2MX
K3ZO/HK3
VP2SAX
K4BVD
VP2SW
K4KCV
VP2VB
K4WAB
VP2VDJ
K5.1LO
VP4DW
K5RC
VP5VB
K6ALH
VP7VB
K6AN
VO6MY
K6WAP
VRIB
K7JDG
VR1Z
K7JG
VR2E0
KC6SZ
VR4AA
KE6ITU
VRBB
KG4KG
WOMLY
KG6SZ
WOMLY/TJ8
KG6SZ/KC6
WOMLY/TL8
KL7DTB
WOMLY/TN8
KL7JDG
WOMLY/TR8
KL7KG
WOMLY/TTB
KL7USA
WOMLY/TZ2
KX6ALH
W2USA
KV4AA
W4KG
KZ5WD
W4DVL
LU5HFI
W40D2
N6KB
W4TO
N6SF
W4ZEW
N7NG
W5IGJ
OHOAM
WSNC
OHOBH
W6AHI
OHOW
W6AM
* 15/2/83-20/2/83
must show operator to be OH2BH

W6AWS
W6BSY
W6BWS/KG6
W6DOD
W6GN
W6IPF
W6KFD
W6KG
W6KG/4X
W6KG/A25
W6KG/A4
W6KG/A7
W6KG/AJ3
W6KG/CEO
W6KG/CP6
W6KG/HC8
W6KG/HKO
W6KG/KG6
W6KG/P21
W6KG/SV5
W6KG/SV9
W6KG/TI5
W6KG/ZS
W6LDD
W6MLY
W6OAT
W68L
W6OL/6Y5
W6OL/8121
W6GL/CE0
W6OL/HCI
W6OL/HK3
W6OL/PJ2
W6OL/SV5
W6OL/VP2A
W6OL/22
W6OL/ZP5
W6RGG
W7JFG
W7KG
W7YA
W8EWS
W9AC
W9SZR
WA5LES
WA6DFR
WA7NIN
WW6ITU
XE2FU
YJ8KG
YVOAB
ZB2AX
ZD3I
ZF2CI
ZK1EY
ZM6AW
2S3/W6OL

ettlitValt DX Qt/E13:13
REVIVE?' IELEETMG MAY 23rd 1987 AT QTH GOLQP, CHAIRMAN

The meeting was opened at 1.30 pm by the Chairman, Roger Brown
G3LQP. The following were present: G3LQP Chairman, G3YJI
Treasurer, G2DMR Secretary, GW4BLE, GW4SKG, G4FAM, G3KMA Vice
President, G3GIQ President, G3RUR, G3XTT, G3ZTM, G4LJF, G4PEO,
G3ZAY, G3COJ.
1. Apologies were received from: G3BRD, G3YMC, G3NOB, G3FKM,
G3NDF,. G3OFW, G3OZF, G3VKW, G3VIE, G4GED, G4ADD, GM3YOR.
2.

The Minutes of the Annual Review meeting of the 19th July
by post, were
1986, which had been distributed previously
proposed accepted by G3XTT, and seconded by G4PEO. The proposal
to accept the Minutes as read was accepted.
3.
Matters Arising. G3YJI inquired as to what had been done
regarding point 6(e)-"Code Of Ethics'. The Chaiman relplied that
circumstances during the year were such that little if any
attention had been given to the matter.
4
The Chairman said that poor DX
Chairman's Address.
conditions had diminished club members activity substantially to
the extent that '.525' was as good as lost as the communications
channel,and he hoped that the expected increase in activity would
recover the situation within the year. The drive for new
membership had been fairly successful, with eight new members
joining within the last year.
He said that support for social events had fallen somewhat, which
had nearly caused an embarrassing situation with the Managemnet
at the Xmas event at Barnaby's Carvery.
Both he and the Secretary represented the membership at the
funeral of our deceased member and friend G3JEQ.
New Country'
The Chairman then referred to our support for
expeditions,
In particular the 3Y Peter 1st Island, which was
donnated 650.
He hoped that his successor as Chairman would enjoy an upsurge in
membership activity as DX conditions improved, allowing the clud
to resume its position in the forefront of the DX fraternity
worldwide.
In closing he recommended that the Committee be substantially
increased in number so that the affairs of the club could be more

successfully expanded and smoothly run. He thought that at least
the President, Vice President, Vice Chairman and news letter
writer should be automatically on the Committee.
Finally he thanked the Committee members who had weathered a
rather difficult year.

The Chairman Elect. Henry Lewis. G3GIQ then took the Chair
8.
general Discussion. The retiring Secretary had had no notice
of any specific matters to be raised.
g4LJF deplored the lack of use of '.525', and reiterated his

5.

secretary's Report. He had taken over from G3HTA at the time

of the last A.R. Meeting. The immediate task was to raise the
membership. A drive over several months resulted in 8 new members
being accepted and welcomed as well know Ox'ers, although some of
them did not meet the previous criteria, such as being in range
of '.525' etc.. However he intended to hasten the confirmation of
membership in all 8 cases. The new members are: DJ9ZB, G3BRD,
G3FKM, G3NOB(YL), G3NOF, G3OLU, G4ADD, and G4JVG.
There had been 6 resignations and 1 death, thus bringing the
current membership to 33. He further recommended that we continue
to seek new members, using discretion as to what qualifications
should be met.
He apologized to the membership for the inexcusable delay
in distributing the Minutes of the 1986 meeting, but this went to
underline his difficulties in being Secretary in not having any
typing facilities etc. (Jack passed his notes to G4LJF within one
week of the 87 meeting, who duly typed them in his role as the
new Secretary.)

Treasurer's Report. The Income and Expenditure Statement was
6.
distributed. The Chairman asked that the Statement only should be
reported upon, and the members present indicated acceptance of
the accounts in that form. G3RUR, being the Auditor, reported
that he found the Statement, books etc all in order, and at this
point it was proposed and agreed to pass on to the next business
without further discussion of the report.
7.

Election Of Officers.

Chairman
V.Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Treasurer
Auditors

-

Proposed
G3GIQ
'
G3LQP
G4LJF
'
G3YJI
'
G2DMR
G3RUR, G3YJI

G4LJF
G3KMA
G4LJP
G3ZTM
G3LQP
Carried

Seconded G2DMR...Carried
'
G4FAM...
'
G4PEO...
'

(Not Seconded)
Seconded G3LQP...
by acclamation.

comments at previous meetings that an incentive reward might
help. An annual Award such as a G3JEQ Memorial Trophy was
suggested, and the new Committee agreed to look into this idea.

g3XTT wanted input for the newsletter as a matter of course on a
continuing basis. He pointed out that all of the material for
the forthcoming newsletter bar one item was from new members, and
he wished to place on record his thanks for such a fine display
of effort.
g3XTT thought cheques should require 2 signatures out of three
signatories. G3YJI warned that delays would result, but on
balance those present accepted that this was the correct
procedure to be adopted in future.

g4FAM spoke about the way forward for the Club and suggested that
we limit our aims to the extent that we be able to carry them out
well rather than taking on too much and doing all of it badly.
G3KMA added that attention must be paid to the decision making
process, and said that previous de-formalization of the club may
have been too great, and that the now more formal Committee
should enable the Club to execute its policy more effectively.

G3YJI

as retiring Treasurer outlined his reasons for the
accounting arrangements that he had maintained with the Bank, off
setting the Bank Charges with interest from the Deposit Account.
Members felt that the financial arrangements could be left as
they were for the moment, whilst G2DMR investigated an Interest
Cheque Account, which would have no charges but would accrue
interest on the balance.

G3GIQ after mentioning his thanks to the retiring Committee
Members, felt that he should now be able to look forwards to
support from a Membership united in its resolve to forget past
differences, and a Membership that would resume the friendly
cooperation and understanding that we had previously enjoyed. He
said that he was taking over with a 'clean slate'.

Honary Officers
- G3KMA
President
V.President - G3HTA

Proposed G3GIQ
G3KMA

Seconded G4PEO...Carried
GW4BLE..
'

At this point, G3KMA proposed and G3ZAY seconded that an expanded
Committee be constructed as suggested under item 4 by the
outgoing Chairman, G3LQP. This was was carried unanimously.

Discussion then took place on ways to enhance the reputation of
the club. It was felt that increased membership was a priority,
and this would be a difficult task as Hams in the UK generally
show little interest in Dx'ing, regardless of the state of the
sunspot cycle. It was said that ways must be found to make
recruitment more attractive, and that a review of the 'aims' of
the Club remains an item for the committee's attention.

Q3KMA raised the subject of support for deserving Dx'peditions

CID X

from club funds. He said that donati ons should not exceed an
agreed proportion of club funds as a safe guard, and that the
amount given should be further agreed by Committee. If for no
other reason than the above, it was agreed that the Committee
must operate to an agreed budget. The Treasurer was charged to
produce a budget of sorts for the fi rst meeting of the new
Committee.

g3XTT undertook to take over the 'Wants List' from G3YJI.
Annual Subscr1Dtion 87/88. This was fixed at E5 with the
reservation that a minor change could take place should the
proposed budget deem it necessary.

closure G3GIQ thanked G3XTT for his excellent and comprehensive
newsletter, and was pleased to note his willingness to continue
his efforts. Further he thanked G3LHP and Beryl for their
excellent hospitality to those members present.
G4LJF offered the venue of his 14TH for the the next Annual Review
Meeting sometime next Hay, this being more convenient for those
members from the West Country, than Central London.
G2DHR took over the 'books' from G3YJI, and the Chairman closed
the meeting at 3.45pm.

g2DHR — Retiring Secretary

DJ9I8
62DDR
63BRD
63C0J

63FKM
63610
63HTA
RAMA

61LOP
7.1108
63500
63010F
630FN

6301.0
610IF
61RUR

F. Langner
J. Korndorifer
J. Lunn
A. Dover
E. Allaway
M. Lewis
J. Formard
R. Witter
R. Brown
C. Burchell
M. Shepherd
D. McLean
H. Blake
J. Saunders
D. Beattie

A. Roberts

53VIE
63 1./KR
63V11
63111

P. De La Mothe
K. Evans
M. Frey
D. Field

63YJI

P. Wallis

63111C
GRAY
632TM
64400

D. Sergeant
M. Atherton
L. Lewes
V. Ricalton
64,'AM C. Henderson
646ED D. Richardson
64.106 S. Telenius-Lowe
64LJF
I. Shepherd
64PE0 I. Pitty
683YOR A. Givens
0148K6 S. Ealyn-Jones
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LIST

Carl-Kistener Strauss. 19, 17800 Freiburg, VEST GERMANY
19 Park Road, Iiinstead, SURREY, sr 38Y
Kismet, 10 Southdown Road, SEAFORD, East Sussex 8X25 4PD
19 Chapel Road, Flackwell Heath, HIGH PUNE, BUCKS, HP19 9AB
10 Knightlo ■ Road, 11RmINSHAM, 117 8811
271 Popes Lane, Ealing, LONDON, 115 40
Sunrays Barnstaple Cross, Crediton, DEVON, 1117 2EP.
La Duinta, Aimbridge, Chotitisa, Yoking, SURREY, 6U24 BAR
32 Albert Road, Sutton, SURREY, S51 01
4 Chester Close,RAF Wyton,HUNTINSDOM,PE17 2141
59 Pantain Road, LOUGHBOROUGH, Lefts, LE11 ILI
9 Cedar Grove, YEOVIL, Somerset, BA21 SJR
19 Segsbury Grove, Masons dater, Bracknell, PERKS, R612 3.11.
2 The Ruskins, Rayne, BRAINTREE, Essex, CM7 6TP
Mayerim, Church ■ ay, Stone, Aylesbury, BUCKS, HP17 BR6
62 Oak Way, Bedlont, Filth's, MIDDI, TW14 BAS
35 Brookside, Wokingham, BEM, R611 2ST
Whitegates, Folders Lane, Burgess Hill, VEST SUSSEX, RH15 080.
IB Rushington Ave., Maidenhead, IRKS., SL6 Ill. .
105 Shiplake Bottom, Peppard Commit, Henley, 0105, R69 54.1
17 headowside, Walton-on-Thames, SURREY, (112 315
B Toll Gardens, Bracknell, 1ERKS, RS12 3E1
41 Enniskillen Road, CAMBRIDGE, C14 1S8
2 Ashley Drive, Walton On Theses, SURREY, K112 1JL
4 South Road, Longhorsley, MORPEIN, Northumberland, NE65 BUN
gellapais', Kelsey Lane, BECKENHAM, Kent, BR3 3NF
92 Sethi, Road, Breenford, MINI, 1116 BSA
Carl Millet Vag 7, Lag Si, 5-181 34 Lideingo, SWEDEN
Hutt's Farm, Ilagrove Lane, Vokinghas, JERKS, R611 1MY
1 Oulscastle Close, Horshaa, VEST SUSSEX, RH12 49A
41 Veronica Crescent, Kirkcaldy, FIFE, KY1 211i, Scotland
Lan Farm, Blackeill, Bridgend, MID SLAMORGAN, CF35 &EP.
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Franz
Jack
John
06285-30425 Brian
John
01-567-6389 Henry
03632-3333
John
Roger
09905-8224
01-642-4956 Roger
Clive
Rita
Don
0344-421783 Tony
07373-58729

0296-748354
01-890-0968
0734-784048
04446-41000
0628-27350
0734-724112
0932-223228
0344-421006
0223-311714
0932-221731
01-658-5197
01 - 578 - 4484
0734-780022
0403-67338
0542-200335
0656-840204
0613-55261

Don
Tony
Peter
Keith
Mike
Don
Peter

Dave
Martin
Louis
Bill
Cris
Dove
SteveIan
John
Drew
Stephen
Stephen

